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Abstract— Persistent target tracking in urban environments
using UAV is a difficult task due to the limited field of
view, visibility obstruction from obstacles and uncertain target
motion. The vehicle needs to plan intelligently in 3D such that
the target visibility is maximized. In this paper, we introduce
Target Following DQN (TF-DQN), a deep reinforcement learn-
ing technique based on Deep Q-Networks with a curriculum
training framework for the UAV to persistently track the target
in the presence of obstacles and target motion uncertainty. The
algorithm is evaluated through several simulation experiments
qualitatively as well as quantitatively. The results show that
the UAV tracks the target persistently in diverse environments
while avoiding obstacles on the trained environments as well as
on unseen environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been used for
several applications, of which, persistent target tracking is
one important application. In a target tracking application,
the UAV having a limited field-of-view (FOV) camera needs
to continuously track the target. This task becomes a chal-
lenge especially in urban environments due to the presence
of visibility obstruction from buildings and target motion
uncertainty. Therefore, there is a need to develop persistent
target tracking algorithms for UAVs in urban environments.
The target tracking problem has been of interest for over
two decades in the robotics literature. One technique to track
targets is to develop guidance laws [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7]. These guidance laws assume that the target model is
known while designing them, satisfying the FOV constraints.
Moreover, these articles do not consider the presence of
obstacles in the environment. Due to the presence of visi-
bility obstruction, one can use multiple cooperative UAVs
to meet persistent target tracking [8], [9], [10] requirements.
However, we are interested in a single UAV tracking a target
in an urban environment with FOV constraints, target motion
uncertainty and obstacle avoidance.
There have been several efforts in developing vehicle
controllers for a single UAV tracking targets in urban en-
vironments [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Zhao et
al. [11] developed a vision algorithm based on YOLO to
detect a target in an urban environment. In this work, a
simple proportional controller is used to track the target.
However, there are no obstacles in the operational arena.
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Wantabi and Fabiani [12] developed an optimal guidance
framework for tracking a target in an urban environment.
Although, optimal guidance requires a target model and is
also computationally intensive. Semsch et al. [13] converted
the surveillance problem to obtain information at certain
locations in an urban environment into an art gallery problem
taking visibility constraints into account and then use a TSP-
based approach to find the path for the UAV. But, in this case,
the target tracking aspects were not considered. Ramirez
et al. [14] developed an information-theoretic planner than
has an estimate of the target and this estimate is updated
based on ground sensors and UAV camera sensor. This
work failed to consider obstacles and visibility constraints.
Kim and Crassidis [15] assigned circular paths to maximize
the visibility of the targets and decision to change these
circular paths was carried out online using an approximate
dynamic programming approach. Wu et al. [16] developed an
improved whale optimization framework to determine paths
for the UAV to maximize the energy obtained by the solar
panels, while considering the presence of obstacles and their
shadow into account. They formulated the problem without
considering the target tracking aspect. Theodorakopoulos
and Lacroix [17] developed an iterative optimizing method
to track the target in the presence of obstacles. A set of
trajectories were predicted and evaluated based on the cost
of these trajectories taking the visibility constraint and the
obstacle avoidance into account. A path that minimises the
cost was determined and given to the UAV for tracking. In
our approach, we learn the environment by using reinforce-
ment learning with an unmodeled target motion. Therefore,
our approach is robust to different target motion behaviours.
Learning to track the target is an alternative approach that
enables the vehicle to learn the target motion and track it
accurately. Zhang et al. [18] developed a deep reinforcement
technique for a camera to track the target under different
aspect ratios. However, this approach does not consider urban
environments. Mueller et al. [19] developed a UAV target
tracking simulator where one can evaluate different computer
vision algorithms for target detection and tracking offline
and also developed UAV tracking controllers for different
target trajectories. The simulator utilized in this work had a
limitation on the urban environment setting. Learning-based
controllers for UAV target tracking in urban environments
have been inadequately studied. We present a deep rein-
forcement learning technique called Target Following Deep
Q-Network (TF-DQN) for persistent target tracking in urban
environments. We use a DQN because of its simplicity of
implementation as the UAV control is discretized. Moreover,
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DQN requires less training data, do not exhibit the overes-
timation property [20] and the convergence in the training
of DQN and its derivatives like DDQN [21] is stabler than
policy gradient methods. Additionally, one key drawback of
policy gradient methods is that they suffer from high variance
in estimating the gradient of E[Rt], which is not the case in
a DQN.
Our main contributions can be summarised as follows:
• We propose a Deep Q-Network based approach to
persistently track a dynamic target.
• We develop a simulator that mimics an urban envi-
ronment with plausibly dynamic obstacles and a target
vehicle that can move with varying velocity in the
environment.
• We test our proposed approach using qualitative as well
as quantitative evaluation that includes a set of three
diverse metrics to quantify its efficacy.
• Lastly, we test our model’s ability to adapt to changes in
the environment’s configuration via curriculum training.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem
formulation is described in Section II and the entire frame-
work of TF-DQN is described in Section III. Evaluation of
the proposed approach is carried out in Section IV and we
conclude in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a scenario where a target is moving in
an urban environment consisting of obstacles and a road
network. The obstacles in the environment are represented
as cylindrical objects of varying sizes (radius and height).
We consider cylindrical obstacles for simplicity. While ma-
neuvering, when a target reaches a junction (meeting of two
or more roads), it can randomly select any road segment. The
UAV has a fixed-sized field of view (represented as FOV, see
Figure 1) which is a function of its altitude. The objective
of the UAV is to persistently track the target by ensuring the
target is within its FOV.
We define the position of UAV as pD = (xD, yD, zD)
and position of target as pT = (xT , yT ). Due to the
camera resolution, we assume that the vehicle can changes its
altitude between zD ∈ [hminD , hmaxD ]. We also define n ∈ N
cylindrical obstacles with the ith obstacle having radius ri,
height hi and center located at (xOi , yOi). We represent the
entire state space and the action space of the UAV as S and
A respectively.
We define a binary variable Ci that is true (or 1) if
the UAV collides with the ith obstacle and false (or 0)
otherwise.
Ci(pD, pi) =
 1
√
(xD − xOi)2 + (yD − yOi)2 ≤ ri,
zD ≤ hi
0 otherwise.
(1)
Equation of the line joining the UAV and the target at a
given time step is given by Equation 2.
x− xD
xT − xD =
y − yD
yT − yD =
z − zD
−zD . (2)
𝞱FOV
dFOV
zD
(xD yD zD)
Fig. 1: An illustration of the field of view (FOV) of a UAV
placed at (xD, yD, zD) and having a maximum viewing angle
of θFOV .
The binary variable Ii is true (or 1) if the line joining
the UAV and the target intersects with the ith obstacle and
false (or 0) otherwise. On solving Equation (2), we get the
following condition for Ii.
Ii(pD, pT , pi) =

1
zD(−xOi+xD)
xT−xD + zD ≤ hi,
(xT−xD)yOi+(yT−yD)xOi√
(xT−xD)2+(yT−yD)2
≤ ri
0 otherwise
(3)
We also define another binary variable V (pD, pT ) that
represents the visibility state of the target. It is true (or
1) if the target lies in the FOV of the UAV and false (or
0) otherwise.
V (pD, pT ) =

1
(
xD +
dFOV
2
)
≤ xT ≤
(
xD +
dFOV
2
)
,(
yD +
dFOV
2
)
≤ yT ≤
(
yD +
dFOV
2
)
0 otherwise
(4)
where, the diameter of the field of view of the UAV dFOV
is a function of the altitude zD ∈ [hminD , hmaxD ] of the UAV
and is given by
dFOV = 2zD tan(θFOV ), (5)
where, θFOV is the maximum possible viewing angle of
the UAV calculated from the perpendicular drawn from its
position to its projection on the x-y plane.
III. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING METHOD
We introduce a target tracking technique that sequentially
builds upon its prior knowledge of the environment as well
as the current location of the target. This novel approach
called as Target Following Deep Q-Network (TF-DQN) uses
deep reinforcement learning techniques to address different
constraints and objectives of the problem.
A. Q-Learning
At each time step t, the state of the agent is represented as
st = pD = (xD, yD, zD) ∈ S. The agent chooses an action
at ∈ A = {1, 2, ..|A|} receiving a reward rt.
The aim of the agent is to maximise the expected dis-
counted return which is given by Rt =
∑∞
τ=1 γ
τ−trτ where
γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. The value of each state action
pair (st, at) also referred to as the Q-function is represented
in the form of an expectation function as
Qpi(st, at) = E
[
Rt|s = st, a = at, pi
]
, (6)
where pi represents the policy followed by the agent.
Using a dynamic programming based approach and Bell-
man’s optimality equation, we obtain the optimal Q-function
as
Q∗(st, at) = Es′
[
r + γmax
a′
Q∗(s′, a′)|s, a
]
. (7)
Hence, this model-free reinforcement learning algorithm
generates an optimal policy for the agent by maximizing the
expected value of the total return beginning from a given
state s and determining a specific action a.
B. Deep Q-Networks
The Q-functions elaborated in the previous section rep-
resent the values of each state-action pair for a particular
configuration of the environment. For depicting a function
with a large number of such state-action pairs possible,
Deep Q-Networks (DQNs) utilize the function approximation
property of neural networks to represent Q-functions as a
function of the weight parameter θ as Q(s, a; θ). Here, s
and a represent the state and action respectively while the
next state (obtained on performing a at s) is s′.
At each iteration i, the agent’s state and action is fed to the
DQN and the estimated Q-value is generated. We attempt to
make our prediction as close as possible to the target value
which is given by
yDQNi = r + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′; θ−), (8)
by optimising the loss function represented in the form of
an expectation over s, a, r, s′ given by
Li(θi) = Es,a,r,s′
[
1
2
(
yDQNi −Q(s, a; θi)
)2]
, (9)
where θ− denotes the target network parameters. The two
key findings of [22] include
• Target Network: For improving the stability of training
by ensuring the predictions do not follow a moving
target, [22] proposed freezing of weights of a target
network with parameter θ− for a fixed number of τ
iteration while updating the weights of the online net-
work. After every τ iterations, the weights of the target
network are equated with that of the online network.
• Experience Replays: During training, experiences et =
(st, at, rt, st+1) are collected over many episodes to
form a dataset of experiences D = {e1, e2, e3...|D|}.
Instead of using samples in the standard sequence, mini-
batches are randomly sampled from this dataset for
training in order to reduce correlation between samples.
Including these in Equation (9) gives
Li(θi) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[
1
2
(
yDQNi −Q(s, a; θi)
)2]
, (10)
whose gradient is given by
∇θiLi(θi) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[(
yDQNi −Q(s, a; θi)
)
∇θiQ(s, a; θi
]
. (11)
This gradient is used to update θ employing a gradient
descent algorithm which in turn is required to obtain the
optimal set of parameters for the model. The learning rate
for the weight update is gradually decreased over epochs
to ensure the parameters converge to the optimal set of
parameters.
Various extensions of DQN like Double Q-Learning [21],
Dueling Network [23], Bootstrapped DQN [24], Deep Recur-
rent Q-Network (DRQN) [25], etc. have been instrumental
in the development of perception and control using RL.
C. Target Following DQN
Target Following DQN (TF-DQN) is a novel target track-
ing technique that is specialized for tracking a mobile ground
vehicle using a UAV in a dynamic environment that consists
of obstacles, target motion uncertainty and occlusions.
1) Exploration vs Exploitation: For designing this algo-
rithm, at each state st ∈ S, the agent picks an action at ∈ A
using a probabilistic approach in which the agent tends to
explore more in the beginning and gradually moves to a
policy that predominantly exploits the learned Q-function to
pick the most rewarding action.
The approach utilized to pick the action at each step of
the kth episode is as follows
at =
{
rand(A) (1− psat)e−αk + psat
argmax
a
Q(s, a) otherwise (12)
where psat is the saturation probability and α is a positive
constant. So, using the given approach our model picks
only random actions in the beginning and later as episodes
progresses, stabilizes to a constant exploration probability
psat.
2) Piecewise Reward Function: We obtain the reward
received at each time step for a given state-action pair using
the Algorithm 1. At each time step, this algorithm takes in as
input the state of the individual elements in the environment
and outputs the instantaneous reward by investigating the
possible collision with the obstacle, obstruction of the target
due to one (or more) of the obstacles, and the visibility of
the obstacle within the FOV of the agent.
The reward rt at any time step t is given by
rt =

Rc C
i(pD, pi) = 1; i ∈ [1, n]
Ri I
i(pD, pT , pi) = 1; i ∈ [1, n]
Rv(pD, pT ) V (pD, pT ) = 1
Rnve
−βtnv V (pD, pT ) = 0.
(13)
where, Rc is the collision reward constant, Ri is the inter-
section reward constant, Rv(pD, pT ) is the positive reward
function and Rnv is the negative reward constant. Here, tnv is
the time corresponding to target invisibility and is reset each
time the agent views the target. This variable is incremented
DQN
DEEP Q-NETWORK
Agent
Target
Obstacle
Reward
Fig. 2: Training procedure for Target Following DQN (TF-DQN). The state of the agent is passed on to the DQN which in
turn returns the action to be performed. The reward received by the agent on performing this particular action is utilized to
update the Q-function of this state-action pair. The dotted lines in the figure depict the update steps in the implementation.
at each time step the agent is unable to view the target. The
collision reward constant is kept as a large negative value
that ensures the agents stay away from the obstacles while
maneuvering.
We also observe that there are situations when the agent
gets stuck around an obstacle while the target is on the
other side of it adhering to the fact that it cannot cross
the obstacle due to the hugely negative collision reward. To
avoid such a situation, we ensure that the agent receives a
negative intersection reward, Ri when the line joining it to
the target intersects with any of the obstacles. This prevents
the obstructions of the view of the agent due to the obstacles
present in the environment.
When V (pD, pT ) = 0, the negative loss which is an
exponential function of nnv enforces the agent to keep the
target in its FOV by penalising not tracking it for a long
duration of time.
The positive reward function Rv(pD, pT ) is given by:
Rv(pD, pT ) =
Rcv√
(xD − xT )2 + (yD − yT )2
+
hcv
zD
, (14)
where Rcv and h
c
v are positive constants.
The first term of the positive reward function Rv(pD, pT )
encourages the agent to align itself in such a way that the
target is as close to the center of the FOV of the agent as
possible. While the second term encourages it to keep its
altitude as low as possible while trying to capture the view
of the target precisely.
3) Exploration in the Search-Space: Another key feature
of TF-DQN is the exploration in the uncertain regions that
prevents the agent from local minima trap in some regions
away from the target due to a sub-optimal learned policy.
During training, the agent often reaches regions close to
the environment boundaries when it is not able to view the
target for a long duration of time and therefore, does not
receive a reward. This leads to an almost static Q-function
for this duration and the agent fails to move towards an
optimal policy. Such a situation also leads to an unbalanced
and unexplored environment and therefore, the Q-function
corresponding to these regions is unrepresentative of the
true value of the state-action pair.
In order to mitigate the mentioned drawbacks, we ensure
that the agent sufficiently explores while the target is not
visible for a certain duration of time. The agent in such a
situation enters into the Search-Space where it predominantly
explores by picking a random action and occasionally picks
the optimal action according to the Q-function with a much
lower probability. The agent enters into this space only when
the difference between the current time step and the last time
agent was able to capture the target (tnv) is above a certain
threshold i.e. tnv ≥ tthresholdnv . While the agent is in the
Search-Space, the action at picked by the agent at state st
is given by
at =
{
rand(a) pSS
argmax
a
Q(s, a) 1− pSS (15)
where, pSS ≈ 1.
4) Lifelong and Curriculum Learning: Due to the dy-
namic nature of this task of following a given target and
avoiding obstacles in the path, we ensure that our models
never stops learning and rather utilizes the understanding of
the environment based on the data already seen to predict
the optimal actions in the current time step. Our model
progressively builds on the understanding of the environment
and the current location of the target and therefore, is
generalizable to newer scenarios and variations in the setup.
The learning rate gradually reduces to a stable final value to
Algorithm 1: Obtaining reward rt at each state-action
pair trying to follow a maneuvering target.
Result: Reward rt received by the agent at time step t
for picking an action at at state st.
Input: Current state of agent pD, current state of target
pT , state of each obstacle pi∀i ∈ [1, n], maximum
allowed length of each episode tmax. Reward
constants: Rc, Ri, Rcv , h
c
v , Rnv and β.
Initialize t = 0;
while t ≤ tmax do
collision = false;
intersection = false;
for i← 1 to n do
if Ci(pD, pi) = 1 then
collision = true;
break;
else
end
if Ii(pD, pT , pi) = 1 then
intersection = true;
else
end
end
if collision = true then
tnv ← tnv + 1;
return Rc;
else
if intersection = true then
tnv ← tnv + 1;
return Ri;
else
if V (pD, pT ) = 1 then
tnv = 0;
return Rv(pD, pT );
else
tnv ← tnv + 1;
return Rnve−βtnv ;
end
end
end
t← t+ 1;
end
avoid any sudden fluctuations in the weight parameters.
Our model is capable of handling multiplex environments
with varying obstacle configurations by utilizing the already
acquired information about the surroundings. Fine-tuning the
Q-function for the newer set of obstacles enables us to learn
the optimal set of parameters in a much smaller amount of
time to perform equivalently well even if it had been trained
on this environment itself.
Fig. 3: A screenshot of the simulator environment with red
square depicting the UAV, yellow square depicting the target
vehicle, green circles depicting obstacles and the large blue
circle depicting the FOV of the UAV. The road network for
the target vehicle to maneuver is depicted by the black lines
in the figure. The environment available to the target is in
the shape of a square with side s = 100.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Urban Environment Simulator
We design a simulator 1 to replicate the real-world urban
environment with a UAV, a mobile ground vehicle that
acts as the UAV’s target and some cylindrical obstacles. A
screenshot of the simulator is shown in Figure 3.
The UAV can pick an action from a domain
of 6 possible actions which gives us A =
{north, south, west, east, up, down}. The environment
is of the form of a square with each side as s, beyond
which the target vehicle does not move, while the UAV
is free to move anywhere until its altitude lies within the
range [hminD , h
max
D ]. Additionally, we assume that there
exists only a certain discrete number of height levels (nh)
that the UAV can take rather than a continuous spectrum
of altitude values. These height levels are equally spaces
between hminD and h
max
D , therefore, an increment in each
height level results in an increase in height by hc i.e.
(hmaxD − hminD ) = nhhc.
The target vehicle randomly chooses a direction at each
junction of the road and therefore, its movement is proba-
bilistic. We also keep the speed of the drone constant and
greater than or equal to that of the target vehicle in simulation
experiments.
B. Results
1) Implementation Details: For the construction of the
Deep Q-Network, we use 3 convolutional layers followed by
a couple of linear layers. Between each layer, we introduce
1Code for this simulator is available at
https://github.com/sarthak268/Target-Tracking-Simulator
TABLE I: Hyperparameters used in the simulation experi-
ments
Hyperparameter Name Symbol Range
Collision Reward Constant ‖Rc‖ 1000-2000
Intersection Reward Constant ‖Ri‖ 30-100
Positive Reward Distance Constant Rcv 3000-4500
Positive Reward Height Constant hcv 1500-5000
Negative Reward Constant ‖Rnv‖ 1-50
Time Constant in Negative Reward β 1-10
Episode Constant in Action Selection α 0.1-5
Saturation Probability psat 0.1-0.4
Search-Space Probability pSS 0.9-0.95
Min. Attainable Height for UAV hmin 1-10
Max. Attainable Height for UAV hmax 10-60
Threshold Steps for entering Search-Space tthresholdnv 3-10
Num. of Obstacles in the Environment n 2-7
Side of the Square of Environment s 100-200
Num. of Possible Height Levels for the UAV nh 5-20
Height of obstacles hi∀i ∈ n 1-50
Height Constant hc 1-10
Radius of obstacles ri∀i ∈ n 2.5-10
Maximum Viewing Angle of UAV θFOV 30◦-45◦
Maximum length of an episode tmax 500
Discount Factor in Return Calculation γ 0.1
Learning Rate in Gradient Descent αLR 0.01
Fig. 4: Training Plot for Avg. Distance.
non-linearity using the ReLU activation function and In-
stance Normalisation between each convolutional layer. This
network takes the state of the agent as input and returns
the action for the agent to pick. We also list the range of
all the hyperparameters used for conducting the simulation
experiments in Table I.
2) Quantitative Results: We evaluate the efficacy of our
approach using three diverse metrics.
• Avg. Distance. The average distance between the UAV
and the target should decrease over time as the UAV
should be able to follow the target more closely.
• Avg. Time. The average time for which the target is
visible to the UAV should increase over time as the UAV
should be able to view the target for a longer duration
of time. This can take a maximum value of 500 as we
clamp the maximum length of an episode to this value.
• Avg. Reward. The average reward should increase over
time as the UAV would ensure the target remain as close
to it as possible and therefore, receiving a higher reward.
On plotting these metrics while training in plots 4, 5 and
6, we observe a significant improvement in performance that
justifies our approach of gradually learning the expected
Fig. 5: Training Plot for Avg. Time.
Fig. 6: Training Plot for Avg. Reward.
value of the state-action pairs in order to follow a mobile
target. The plots clearly depict the progressive elevation of
the average reward received by the agent and the average
duration for which the target lies in the FOV of the agent
alongside the demotion of the average distance between
the target and the agent. Our approach of utilizing a DQN
for learning the average return for state-action pairs by
penalising not being able to persistently track the target and
shifting to a primarily exploratory policy ensures that our
agent always continues learning the optimal policy.
Curriculum Training Inference. We also evaluate the per-
formance of our approach to dynamic environments. After
sufficient training, we vary the number, position, and size of
obstacles gradually in the environment and compute these
three metrics after minor fine-tuning on the newly obtained
surroundings. This tests the ability of our approach to cater
to real-world scenarios where the environment is constantly
evolving, and the agent should continue learning by utilizing
the knowledge of the past to maximize its reward in the
future. In this experiment, the position and size of obstacles
in the environment for a particular n are kept fixed for a fair
comparison.
As shown in Table II, our model is able to adapt suffi-
ciently well to unseen environments and is able to achieve
a performance that is close to that achieved when directly
trained in those environments. The ability of our model
to adapt to novel scenarios and achieve a satisfactory per-
formance with minor fine-tuning makes it computationally
efficient for training target-following agents for a wide range
of settings. In the real-world, it is not feasible to train
an agent for all possible scenarios (due to the evolving
nature of the environment), therefore, models that are able
to customize themselves to newer assignments hold utmost
importance.
(a) Example 1 (b) Example 2
(c) Example 3 (d) Example 4
Fig. 7: Trajectory of the UAV and the target vehicle when the maximum height attainable for the drone is lower than the
height of any of the obstacles i.e. hmaxD ≤ hi∀i ∈ n.
Num. of Obstacles, n Avg. Distance Avg. Time Avg. Reward
3 24.6 205.4 160.4
5 28.7 184.0 112.2
7 34.2 143.2 72.2
3 → 5 29.4 176.8 106.7
5 → 7 36.5 137.7 68.4
3 → 7 43.6 128.2 62.8
TABLE II: Performance of our approach on varied number
on obstacles and on the task of Curriculum Training. Here,
a → b represents a situation wherein a model that is trained
on a obstacles is fine-tuned for b obstacles.
3) Qualitative Results: We also evaluate the performance
using a qualitative approach by plotting the trajectory of
the UAV as well as the target vehicle on the map of the
environment. The plots of the trajectory provided represent
the path followed by the target vehicle after sufficient training
alongside the path that the UAV follows in order to track
the target. The red curve represents the UAV trajectory, the
orange curve represents the target’s trajectory and the green
cylinders represent the obstacles in the environment. The
dotted lines represent the road network where the target can
maneuver.
Figure 7 depicts situations in which hmaxD ≤ hi∀i ∈ n,
therefore, varying the height of the UAV does not aid it to
avoid the obstacles. In these cases, the UAV has to altogether
avoid the obstacles in the x-y plane itself. The exceedingly
large negative reward received on collision enforces the agent
to avoid them, but this does not interfere in the prime task
of following the target.
Figures 8a and 9a depict 3-dimensional plots of the
trajectories of the UAV and target where the UAV also varies
its altitude to avoid the obstacles by increasing the altitude.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8: (a) 3-Dimensional Trajectory of the vehicle (b) 2-dimensional projection on the x-y plane of the UAV and the target
vehicle when the maximum height attainable for the drone is higher than height of atleast one of the obstacles i.e. hmaxD ≥ hi
for some i ∈ n.
(a) (b)
Fig. 9: (a) 3-Dimensional Trajectory of the vehicle (b) 2-dimensional projection on the x-y plane of the UAV and the target
vehicle when the maximum height attainable for the drone is higher than height of atleast one of the obstacles i.e. hmaxD ≥ hi
for some i ∈ n.
So, in order to maximize its reward, it chooses to avoid some
obstacles by going around it (see Figure 8b and 9b) while
the others by going over it. The ability of our model to not
only search the 2D space but also vary its altitude in order
to maximise its reward, ensures that it closely replicates the
real-world scenario.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed TF-DQN, a target tracking
deep reinforcement learning based approach, that suggests
actions for the UAV to track a maneuvering ground vehicle
persistently in a complex environment. The proposed ap-
proach is computationally simple and easy to implement.
The simulation results show that the vehicle is able to track
the target in 3D persistently besides avoiding obstacles in its
path.
Next, we would like to experimentally validate the ap-
proach on a quadrotor with a simple vision-based system to
detect the target. This work can be extended for multiple
UAV agents to follow multiple targets by collaborating
with each other. Due to the presence of multiple agents
learning becomes a complex task. Another possible direction
is to extend the approach for fixed-wing UAV which poses
kinematic constraints.
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